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DLFF-0830
Castle Friedenfels DL-02349

JJust one day aftter the successful
activity from Egera
und Röslautal, was
u
again on the road,
a
tthis time for an acttivation from a new
one DLFF.
o
T Nature-Reserve
The
Grenzbach u.
G
Heinbach is winding
H
along these two
a
ssmall streams acrross the naturepark
SSteinwald.
This time however
T
had a big mistake
h
iin the planning.
The weather was
T
rreally impressivve good comparred with the last
weeks, however I
w
had overseen the
h
line in the announcements about the dutch contest.
I had seen the CQ-WPX-RTTY, however thought that
shouldn´t be a problem.
The 40 meter band was full from the begin until the
end. After searching several minutes found around 7.179
a place where the peak was not so high.
After a few minutes calling really the first station found
me, after the following announcements in the cluster a
lot of stations were coming in.
Used the chance also to give the dutch stations calling
in a point for their contest score and so had a nice and
busy afternoon.
Of course when moving to another frequency it always
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t
took
long time until somebody found you again, howevver thats normal in contest-activities.
S again also a nice chance for the FT-DX10 to show the
So
possibilities under extreme working conditions and the
p
rresult was pretty nice.
S was shining at the begin, however temperature
Sun
never came much higher than 3 degrees.
n
When turning down the antenna the full moon apW

peared on the horizon and the temperature went
down till 0 degrees.
Location was about 500 meters away from the
castle Friedenfels DL-02349.
304 contacts with 29 diﬀerent countries could be
done, 53 out of them in telegraphy. In my next activity from there will concentrate more on 20 and
30 meters to give more DX-stations a chance.

Thanks for calling in
and cu from the next
one
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